Adams County Tech Prep Consortium
Allied Health Occupations
Phone: 717-334-6254 Extension 4318

Instructor: Nancy Trump, RN. BSN

Professional Attire/Uniform Requirements
The goal of Adams County Tech Prep is to prepare students for entry into an industry;
this includes an expectation of professional behavior and appearance as well as an
academic education. The ACTP faculty works closely with local leaders in the industry
in order to maintain current standards. In accordance with this goal, it is required that all
students maintain their personal appearance to the standards expected in the workforce.
The professional attire at ACTP has been designed to be both comfortable and practical.
Students are responsible for laundering and care of their personal professional attire.
Uniforms should be clean for the start of each class.
Allied Health Uniforms (Costs will vary depending on place of purchase)





Top-Ceil blue scrub top
Pants-Ceil blue scrub pants
Shoes-White shoes (may be Crocs, nursing shoes or white leather sneakers)
Scrub Jacket-White if needed

Additional Appearance Requirements
 No street/regular clothing under uniforms (the only clothing allowed under
uniforms is a white turtle neck or a white short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirt)
 No street/regular clothing over uniforms (only lab jackets permitted over
uniforms)
 No open-toed shoes or flip flops
 Tongue and Facial piercings must have a clear non-metallic jewelry alternative
(not permitted during any shadowing experience)
 Any earrings, other than the stud type, must be removed prior to the start of lab
(may only wear a single pair of stud type earrings during a shadowing
experience)
 Any rings must be removed prior to the start of any lab
 Hair longer than shoulder length must be pulled up and secured in the clinical
classroom and during clinical shadowing
 Fingernails must be trimmed to at least ¼ of an inch, free of polish, no
applications or acrylics during clinical shadowing.
 Excessive use of cosmetics, perfumes, and colognes is not permitted during
clinical shadowing
 Professional standards require that all visible tattoos be covered while in the
clinical lab and during clinical shadowing

